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V030 RESERVOIR CHARACTERIZATIONBY USINGPERMANENT
DOWNHOLE GEOPHONES IN 4DSEISMIC AND MICRO-
SElSMICMONITORINGAPPLlCATIONS

Abstract

Two types of Permanent Downhole Geophones (PDG) [1,2] have been developed for use in a permanent
way (several years) in oil or gas wells. These geophones were designed to be installed between the casing
and the tubing (Figure 1) or, if needed, behind the casing of new wells. They can be adapted to different
weil completions. PDGs are suitable for two types of applications: 4D seismie measurements and
microseismie monitoring.

• For 4D-seismic measurements, these downhole geophones enable the easy setting of
multiazimuthal borehole seismie to perform data acquisitions in a repeatable way. Then,
differential time and/or amplitude variations can be measured in the instrumented wellbore
vicinity. For example, the estimation of acoustic impedance variations can be performed, after
VSP data inversion, between depth levels that were instrumented with PDGs. Figure 2 shows
impedance logs computed at different periods after inversion of PSV data. Variations due to gas
storage can be observed at the reservoir level (impedance decreases from the left to the right ofthe
figure).

• Installing 3-component PDGs close to the reservoir level enables the recording of microseismie
events of very small magnitude (Iess than -1). The data obtained make it possible to locate the
mechanically active zones associated with fluid injection or withdrawa\. Different applications are
targeted with such an equipment: control of waste fluid storage such as drilling mud with or
without solid particles, water injection control, the monitoring of microseismicity associated with
production. In the first case, the aim is to control the injection pressure to prevent hydraulic
fracturing. In the case of water injection thermal fracturing can be induced in area where the
injected fluid goes, also the monitoring of the associated acoustic activity can be used to identify
these areas and by difference those which are less concerned by the injection. This can be used to
optimise the injection weil pattern. The last case concerns reservoir management in genera\.

Different wells have already been equipped - with at least up to fifteen levels in a weIl - to monitor gas
movements in an underground gas storage reservoir. More generally, these different kinds of applications
widely contribute to a better knowledge of the reservoir response and then they make it possible to
optimise reservoir management.
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Figure 2: Impcdanee logs after ID stratigraphic invers ion from VSP data
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Figure I: Diagram of an on-tubing Permanent Downhole Geophone




